PRIMED TRIM & FASCIA
Available with XTP Exterior Topical Preservative
PRIMED FOR GREAT PERFORMANCE

You won’t find higher-quality primed trim and fascia on the market. We meticulously inspect materials to guarantee a flawless product that’s built to last.

Our factory-applied primer coats each board, providing robust protection for long-term performance. The consistent, even coverage expertly prepares the wood for an impressive topcoat finish. With our prefinishing equipment, we can apply a variety of unique finishes to different substrates, catering to nearly any application.

To minimize environmental impact, we utilize low-VOC coatings. Browse our selection of primed trim and fascia for an outstanding finish to your project.

EXTRA PROTECTION WITH XTP

For ultimate protection, choose our new XTP (Exterior Topical Preservative) option. XTP is an additive that fortifies each board and safeguards against rot and termites. And for peace of mind, our primed trim and fascia with XTP is backed with a warranty against peeling, flaking, rot and termites.

XTP Features
• Factory primed and treated on all 6 sides
• Protects against rot and termites
• 20-year limited warranty
Premium Primed trim and fascia is made from clear or knotty, finger-jointed Radiata Pine (or SPF) and is available in a reversible profile or surfaced four sides. Each board is primed and ready for a topcoat of paint.

**Features**
- Clear or knotty (Radiata Pine or SPF)
- 1X, 5/4-in, 2X in a variety of widths up to 12 in.
- Variety of lengths up to 20 ft.
- Finger-jointed and edge-glued for superior stability
- S1S2E or S4S resawn, combed, or smooth
- Factory-applied coating enhanced with mildewcide
- Interior or exterior primed options

Our Primed SPF trim and fascia boards start with J Grade and Appearance Grade SPF raw lumber, machined and primed to perform in virtually any weather condition. 1X and 2X boards are available in a variety of lengths and are primed and ready for a topcoat of paint.

**Features**
- Knotty SPF wood is kiln dried and stable
- 1X, 5/4-in, 2X in a variety of widths up to 12 in.
- Variety of lengths up to 24 ft.
- Two-sided board surface: S1S2E (resawn or combed)
- Factory-applied coating enhanced with mildewcide
- Coated on all sides for ultimate protection
- Economical choice for interior/exterior fascia and trim
- 15-year warranty against peeling, flaking and chalking
Trim and Fascia Components

A | Fascia
B | Frieze board
C | Corner trim
D | Window trim
E | Header
F | Soffit
G | Column trim
H | Decorative trim/arbor
I | Railing and balusters

For more information on product and specifications, visit us at ufpEDGE.com

Tag us in your UFP-Edge projects @ufpEDGE
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